LISTEN TO YOUR BODY

Take control of your health and live a fuller life
We want everyone to live a normal, healthy and well-balanced life. The key is health management. We all need to take responsibility for our own health.

Knowledge that empowers
OMRON is renowned for designing advanced monitors for use by medical professionals in clinics and hospitals. But we believe prevention is more effective than any treatment.

Information about your health shouldn’t just be available to your doctor. We want to empower people to know and understand their bodies so they can control illnesses or avoid them altogether.

That’s why we offer healthcare products that enable anyone to monitor their health in their own home, so they stay healthy and stay out of hospital.

When your body talks, we can help you listen.
BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING
OMRON offers true quality, accuracy and reliability. Whether you are looking for an upper-arm or wrist type device, we have the right solution for you.

ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
OMRON’s traditional quality in a unique product. A portable ECG device.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Measuring fever is a vital thing to do. You want to be assured of the highest reliability. We have a range of excellent models to choose from.

RESPIRATORY THERAPY
Nowadays, society is increasingly confronted with diseases such as Asthma and COPD. To enable proper inhalation of medication, we offer an excellent choice of products.
Trained clinicians measured blood pressure in numerous patients and compared the manual readings with the ones of the OMRON product. For a high degree of accuracy clinically proven.

**LEGEND**

- NFC (Near Field Communication) Connectivity
- Advanced Positioning Sensor for right every time positioning
- Dual Check System to ensure the accuracy of every measurement
- Silent measurement
- Graphing Function
- Irregular Heartbeat Detection
- 2 User Memory
- Bi Link, OMRON Health Management Software
- Body Movement Detection
- Hypertension Level Indicator
- Hypertension Indicator
- Memory
- Average of Three Readings
- Cuff-Wrapping Guide
- Morning Hypertension
Hypertension is extremely dangerous. It has been dubbed the “silent killer” because many people do not experience symptoms or do not associate symptoms with hypertension (high blood pressure) until it is too late.

The problem is big and getting bigger
The incidence of hypertension continues to grow. It is estimated that over 1 billion people in the world suffer from hypertension. The World Health Organization has identified hypertension as the major risk factor for Cardiovascular disease which is the world’s number 1 cause of death because it can result in strokes and heart attacks. There are many steps that you can take to reduce your risk. Regular blood pressure monitoring at home is an essential part of any prevention program so that you and your physician can build up an accurate picture of your health.

Intelligent sensing helps people monitor and control their blood pressure so they can lead a healthy life without having to worry about inaccurate results or uncomfortable measurements.
M6 Comfort
M6W

Our fully automatic upper arm monitor are designed with both comfort and accuracy in mind. The Intellisense™ technology ensures that cuff inflates neither too tightly or too loosely. The Dual Check System ensures that the sensor performing the reading is checked by a second sensor to ensure greater accuracy. Our unique Cuff Wrapping Guide icon shows when the cuff is wrapped correctly.

The Comfort Cuff is a unique pre-formed cuff (HEM-7223-E) The Wide Range Cuff is a soft, wipeable cuff (HEM-7213-E(V)) that can be adjusted to suit a variety of arm sizes and shapes. Both types can be used with ease whether applying it on your own or with assistance.
M3W, M3
Our fully automatic upper arm monitors are designed with both comfort and accuracy in mind. The Intellisense™ technology ensures that cuff inflates neither too tightly or too loosely. Our unique Cuff Wrapping Guide icon shows when the cuff is wrapped correctly. The M3W has a Wide Range Cuff, which is a soft, wipeable cuff (22-42cm) that can be adjusted to suit a variety of arm sizes and shapes and can be used with ease whether applying it on your own or with assistance.

M2
This fully automatic, well designed digital upper arm blood pressure monitor offers all functions that are necessary for comfortable, quick and accurate blood pressure monitoring.
These fully automatic blood pressure monitors are stylish and modern, yet offer comfortable, quick and accurate blood pressure monitoring. The main OMRON features such as irregular heartbeat detection, hypertension indicator and body movement indicator are included. Both models also feature advanced averaging (3 measurements within 10 minutes).

The OMRON Elite Plus also features PC connectivity and includes “OMRON Health Management Software”. This program allows for easy tracking and downloading, enabling the patient to share the blood pressure history with their clinic or doctor.
**M10-IT**
As more importance is being placed on Morning Hypertension, OMRON leads the industry with the M10-IT. This fully automatic blood pressure monitor features special tracking memory for morning and evening measurements.

» Auto mode – automatically takes 3 measurements
» Averaging – for morning, evening and auto measurements
» Clinically validated (International Protocol & BHS)

---

**i-C10**
This fully automatic blood pressure monitor features special tracking memory for morning and evening measurements and is constructed with a built-in cuff storage case.

» Auto mode – automatically takes 3 measurements
» Averaging – for morning, evening and auto measurements
» Clinically validated (International Protocol & BHS)
**705IT, 705CP-II**

This unit is specifically for professionals or individuals who wish to have a hardcopy of their measurement reading. The compact printer (HEM-PRT1-E) shows single reading, graph or list of all measurements in memory with an average of these readings. This device also features PC connectivity and includes “Bio Information Link Software”. This program allows for easy tracking and downloading, enabling the patient to share the blood pressure history with their clinic or doctor.

**M7**

The M7 features fast measurement, maximum comfort and accuracy. Thanks to its Intellisense™ technology, monitoring is easy and with personalized inflation.

**M1 Plus**

This semi-automatic blood pressure monitor offers comfortable, quick and accurate blood pressure monitoring. The device detects irregular pulses and indicates if a measurement result is usable.
M1 Compact
This unit is the most compact semi-automatic blood pressure monitor offering OMRON’s irregular heartbeat detection.

M1
This compact semi-automatic blood pressure monitor allows the user to take control of the inflation of the cuff. The M1 comes with hypertension indicator displaying an icon on the screen if the measurement falls outside the recommended readings.

HEM-SOLAR
This unique solar charging semi-automatic blood pressure monitor is a fine example of the leading edge R&D from OMRON. The HEM-Solar is an eco-friendly product for use in settings where batteries and AC power are not available.

» Operated by solar charged battery, AC adapter or standard batteries (all included)
BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORS
ACCESSORIES

AC-Adapter S
Fits most current OMRON fully automatic blood pressure monitors (except 907, i-Q132, i-Q142, MIT Elite series).

Optional Cuffs
Using the right size cuff is most essential for accurate measurement. Always ensure that you are using the most suitable cuff size fitting your arm. OMRON offers optional cuffs ranging from small (17cm) to wide (42cm).

- ACQ-ACQ® 2 Qcไข่/5 - 00 ak
- AK 0.2 Kg บก 10 ak
- Aj 0.2 J_Rec 10 - 20 ak
- AU 2 U รื่น*00 - 20 ak
- Aj ບා‍ළේ J_Rec*K จฉ. l b
  MIT Elite Plus, 32 – 42 cm

Please check your instruction manual which cuff is suitable for your product.

Comfort Cuff
Using the right size cuff is most essential for accurate measurement. Therefore the Comfort Cuff fits a larger range of arm sizes: normal and large arms (22 – 42 cm).

Available for the M7, M6 Comfort, M10-IT and the i-C10.

Printer for 705IT/R7/i-Q142
At times a hardcopy of your readings is necessary for your files or for tracking. This easy-to-use printer connects to the 705IT, i-Q142 and the R7 (wrist monitor). The various print modes offer the readings that you need.
BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORS
WRIST

Would you like a more convenient way to check your blood pressure? Our range of compact and fully automatic wrist monitors provide quick measurements, without even needing to roll up your sleeve.

Accurate results every time, everywhere
All wrist monitors have been clinically validated and, when used correctly, give an accurate reading every time thanks to OMRON’s advanced sensor technology, pre-formed cuff and wrapping guide.

They're also small and portable so you can easily fit them in a handbag or suitcase. While the new RS6 and RS8 models are completely silent so you can check your blood pressure in public as easily as checking your watch.

Intelli™ sense
Intelligent sensing helps people monitor and control their blood pressure so they can lead a healthy life without having to worry about inaccurate results or uncomfortable measurements.
RS8
State-of-the-heart monitoring
Thinner, lighter, quieter... blood pressure monitoring doesn't get any cooler than this. The attractive, compact design doesn't compromise on performance though. It packs in more features than any other wrist monitor and even boasts NFC connectivity so you can wirelessly transfer your readings to your laptop, PC or smartphone in seconds.

Right every time positioning sensor
RS6
On the move? Stay in control
Measure your blood pressure in style. This portable monitor is extremely discrete. Its extra thin design and silent operation makes the RS6 easy to take – and to use – anywhere. Yet it’s still packed with advanced features including irregular heartbeat detection and movement detection. All in all it’s perfect for the active person who is always on the go.

Right every time positioning sensor
RS3
The monitor you can rely on
Now you can be trebly sure that you have taken an accurate reading with RS3’s advanced analytical technology. It automatically displays the average of up to the last 3 readings taken over a 10 minute period. Another sensor also highlights any movement (which can invalidate readings) to ensure the accuracy of every individual result. All of which gives you a formidable level of accuracy for a wrist monitor.

RS2
More monitoring for your money
This monitor features an array of early warning sensors that will give valuable insights into the health and wellbeing of your circulatory system. The hypertension indicator lights up if your blood pressure exceeds recommended levels. While the irregular heartbeat indicator will switch on if you are suffering from arrhythmia. Simple but vital safeguards against ill-health.

RS1
Monitoring made simple
Affordable and easy to use: exactly what you need from a blood pressure monitor. And with OMRON’s array of automated sensors, detectors and guides, you’re guaranteed accurate results. Now everyone, whatever their ability level, can check their own blood pressure every day, at different times, and assist their clinician with more information. Your health is in your hands.
These fully automatic, compact wrist blood pressure monitors with Intellisense™ technology offer everything necessary for comfortable, quick and accurate blood pressure monitoring.

Unsure of the right position for measuring? This unit has Positioning Sensor technology to ensure correct measurement. The R7 features PC connectivity and includes “OMRON Health Management Software”. This program allows for easy tracking and downloading of your readings.

This fully featured wrist blood pressure monitor with Advanced Positioning Sensor and Hypertension indicator offers all functions to help monitoring high blood pressure.